Terremoto - Research Products

This page will list citations for research that was aided by the Terremoto HPC cluster.

**Question:**

How do I acknowledge the resources I have used on Terremoto and Habanero in publications?

**Answer:**

Published research emerging out of computations run on the Terremoto, Habanero, Ginsburg, and/or Yeti machines must recognize the grants that have made this service possible. We ask that all related publications include the following acknowledgement text:

"We acknowledge computing resources from Columbia University's Shared Research Computing Facility project, which is supported by NIH Research Facility Improvement Grant 1G20RR030893-01, and associated funds from the New York State Empire State Development, Division of Science Technology and Innovation (NYSTAR) Contract C090171, both awarded April 15, 2010."

Please send citations to hpc-support@columbia.edu.

For more info please visit:
https://research.columbia.edu/content/srcpac/habaneropublications

To add publications to this listing, please email srcpac@columbia.edu.
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